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The numerical investigation of influence of a single water droplet shape on the mathematical modeling results of its evaporation in motion through high-temperature gases (combustion products of a typical condensed substance) has been executed. Values of evaporation time, motion velocity, and distance passed by various droplet shapes (cylinder, sphere, hemisphere, cone, and ellipsoid) in a high-temperature gases medium were analyzed. Conditions have been defined when a droplet surface configuration affects the integrated characteristics of its evaporation, besides temperature and combustion products concentration in a droplet trace, insignificantly. Experimental investigations for the verification of theoretical results have been carried out with using of optical diagnostic methods for two-phase gas-vapor-liquid flows.

1. Introduction

Opportunity of significant efficiency of the flame localization and the firefighting with using water spray is substantiated by numerous studies, for example, [1–5]. Attention is traditionally focused on experimental study [3–5] of physicochemical processes, which often differs from the actual fire situations, under the laboratory conditions. Also there had been a try at theoretical regularities study [1, 2] of the firefighting with water spray. It has been marked that [1, 2] the numerical investigations with using corresponding models of heat and mass transfer and phase transformations are expedient.

In recent years, the group of heat and mass transfer models [6–8] in water droplet motion through high temperature gases has been developed. Its gases were some combustion products mixed with water vapor. However, the results are not ample for developing science-based technologies of the effective firefighting with using water spray [6–8]. The term “effective firefighting” means that the evaporation is completed and the fire is eliminated.

There are a lot of problems requiring solutions. One of them is an appraisement of a water droplet shape influence in its motion through high-temperature gases medium on evaporation characteristics. It is common knowledge [9, 10] that moving water droplets are deforming permanently. Accordingly, as a result of changing the water droplet shape, the coefficient of resistance $c_d$ is changing. Its numerical value depends on moving body configuration.

Description of an accurate droplet shape border under the conditions of its evaporation in the high-temperature gases medium, when heat and mass transfer problems should be determined numerically, is a separate problem. But difficulties of methodological support of procedure considering the droplet shape are not the main. Such problems for hemisphere, semicylinder, and cylinder have solutions [11, 12]. The main problem is the big time expenditure for its numerical solutions, which can be compared with other numerical solutions all in all (relating with solving the unsteady differential equations system [11, 12]).
So the numerical analysis of correlation between the water droplet shape and integrated characteristics of its evaporation (evaporation time, motion velocity, overcome distance, gas temperature, and water vapor concentration in droplet trace, and others) in motion through high-temperature gases medium is expedient.

The aim of this work is a numerical investigation for influence of typical water droplet shapes (cylinder, sphere, hemisphere, cone, and ellipsoid) on characteristics of its evaporation in motion through high-temperature combustion products.

2. Problem Statement and Mathematical Model

Figure 1 shows the scheme of solution domain of heat and mass transfer problem for single water droplet in motion through high-temperature gases. Combustion products of typical oil fuel, kerosene, have been considered similarly [6–8].

In modeling we accepted that the initial water droplet temperature $T_0$ was significantly lower than the gases temperature $T_f$ that was equal to the average temperature 1170 K of the fire. It was considered that the droplet was warming due to heat conduction. There was the evaporation on the border “liquid-gas” ($z = Z_1, z = Z_2, 0 < r < R_1; r = R_1, Z_1 < z < Z_2$). Water vapors were injected into the high-temperature gases medium and mixed with gases. Vapor-gas mixture temperature near droplet motion trajectory lowered because of endothermic phase transition heat and vapor injection. Droplet dimension decreased under the conditions of the intensive evaporation. In due course evaporation was completed. The droplet existence time from the beginning of droplet motion through gases medium to the end of its evaporation was $\tau_d$.

In realization of numerical studies [6–8] the correlation between the droplet existence time and its initial dimensions has been established. In the system (Figure 1) droplet dimensions were selected if average time of droplet complete evaporation has been achieved. Droplet dimensions were selected from [6–8] and they were $R_d = 0.25 \cdot 10^{-3}$ m, $Z_d = 10^{-3}$ m.

In formulating heat and mass transfer problem (Figure 1) we assumed the following assumptions.

1) Gases medium is binary. It is the “combustion products- (smoke-gases-) water vapor” system. In numerical modeling a smoke-gases component structure is not detailed, because its changes for combustion process of wide group of substances and materials are not considerable. Detailed analysis of the smoke-gases component structure is the independent difficult scientific problem. So in numerical modeling of heat and mass transfer process and phase transition in the system (Figure 1) the use of binary mixture with known components model is expedient.

2) In numerical solution of heat and mass transfer problem it is considered the cylindrical droplet shape (Figure 1). It is established [6–8] that cylinder (Figure 2) is the closest actual interpretation of droplet configuration of possible variants. The symmetry axis of the cylinder coincides with vector direction of the droplet motion. At any time it is possible to select such cylinder dimension when its surface medium equals droplet surface medium (Figure 2).

Preliminary analysis of droplet evaporation conditions shows that the shape of droplet with constant surface medium does not influence intensity of the evaporation process and accordingly temperature fields and water vapor concentration in its trace and in the vicinity of the phase transition border. But the droplet shape influences its motion velocity. The coefficient of the motion resistance $c_\chi$ changes because of changing droplet shape. So in numerical modeling of process under study it is expedient to consider some variants of coefficient numerical values $c_\chi$ under identical initial information. Thus, it is possible to analyze the influence of droplet aerodynamic characteristics on the water vapor curtain formation in its trace.

3) Deformation of droplet surface is not considered. Video frames analysis [10, 11] allows us to conclude that it is impossible to consider the droplet shape dynamic change, which was a result of its surface deformation in numerical modeling. Also the investigations [10, 11] show that
during the droplet surface deformation the total evaporation medium does not remain constant practically (only the reduction of droplet dimensions in due course takes place as a result of evaporation).

(4) Possible droplet destruction is not considered. When the droplet velocity (significantly subsonic) and dimensions are low and the complete evaporation time is short ($\tau_e < 1$), decay probability is extremely low. It was established [6–8] that for the conditions in question the Weber number by varying the basic parameters in wide ranges does not exceed 1. If $We < 1$ the droplet destruction terms (decay) or the water droplet crushing is not realized.

(5) Thermophysical characteristics of the substances (water droplet, combustion products, water vapor) are not depending on the temperature. So analysis of results [6–8] enables us to infer that with the first approximation this factor can be neglected for the temperature range under consideration.

The mathematic model, corresponding to the adopted problem statement (Figure 1), includes the next nonstationary system of nonstationary differential equations with partial derivatives ($0 < \tau < \tau_d$). Consider the following.

Heat transfer equations for vapor-gases mixture and water droplet:

$$0 < r < R_L, \quad 0 < z < Z_1, \quad Z_2 < z < Z_L;$$
$$R_1 < r < R_L, \quad Z_1 < z < Z_2$$
$$C_1\rho \frac{\partial T_1}{\partial \tau} = \lambda_1 \left[ \frac{\partial^2 T_1}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial T_1}{\partial r} + \frac{\partial^2 T_1}{\partial z^2} \right],$$
$$0 < r < R_1, \quad Z_1 < z < Z_2$$
$$C_2\rho \frac{\partial T_2}{\partial \tau} = \lambda_2 \left[ \frac{\partial^2 T_2}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial T_2}{\partial r} + \frac{\partial^2 T_2}{\partial z^2} \right],$$

diffusion and vapor-gases mixture balance equations:

$$0 < r < R_L, \quad 0 < z < Z_1, \quad Z_2 < z < Z_L;$$
$$R_1 < r < R_L, \quad Z_1 < z < Z_2$$
$$\frac{\partial y_w}{\partial \tau} = D_3 \left[ \frac{\partial^2 y_w}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial y_w}{\partial r} + \frac{\partial^2 y_w}{\partial z^2} \right],$$
$$\gamma_f + y_w = 1.$$

Here $\tau$ is time, $s$; $\tau_d$ is time of full droplet evaporation, $s$; $r$ and $z$ are coordinates of the cylindrical system, $m$; $R_L$ and $Z_L$ are solution domain dimensions, $m$; $C$ is a specific heat, $J/(kg \cdot K)$; $\rho$ is a density, $kg/m^3$; $T$ is a temperature, $K$; $\lambda$ is a thermal conductivity, $W/(m \cdot K)$; $y_w$ is the dimensionless concentration of water vapors; $D$ is the diffusion coefficient, $m^2/s$; $\gamma_f$ is the dimensionless concentration of gases (combustion products); subscripts 1, 2, and 3 correspond to a vapor-gases mixture, a droplet, and a water vapor.

The initial conditions ($\tau = 0$) are $T = T_0$ at $0 < r < R_1, Z_1 < z < Z_2$; $T = T_f, \gamma_f = 1, y_w = 0$ at $0 < r < R_L, 0 < z < Z_1, Z_2 < z < Z_L; R_1 < r < R_L, Z_1 < z < Z_2$.

The boundary conditions were similar [6–8]. On boundaries "liquid-gas" ($r = R_1, Z_1 < z < Z_2$; $z = Z_1, z = Z_2, 0 < r < R_1$) evaporation was taken into account. On the symmetry axis ($r = 0, 0 < z < Z_2$) and external boundaries ($r = R_L, 0 < z < Z_1; z = 0, z = Z_2, 0 < r < R_L$) for all of the equations, we set the condition of gradients vanishing of the corresponding functions.

On all droplet sides influence of water vapors blowing on heat exchange conditions was considered. Therefore the following boundary conditions were exposed for the heat transfer equations [6–8]:

$$T_1 = T_2,$$
$$\lambda_2 \frac{\partial T_2}{\partial r} = \lambda_1 \frac{\partial T_1}{\partial r} - Q_e W_e - \rho_3 C_3 V_e (T_{3s} - T_{3s})$$
$$at r = R_1, Z_1 < z < Z_2,$$
$$T_1 = T_2,$$
$$\lambda_1 \frac{\partial T_1}{\partial z} = \lambda_2 \frac{\partial T_2}{\partial z} - Q_e W_e - \rho_3 C_3 (T_{3s} - T_{3s}),$$
$$at z = Z_1, z = Z_2, 0 < r < R_1,$$

where $Q_e$ is the thermal reaction coefficient of evaporation, $J/kg$; $W_e$ is the mass velocity of evaporation, $kg/(m^2 \cdot s)$; $V_e$ is the velocity of water vapors from the corresponding droplet surface, $m/s$; $T_{3s}$ and $T_{3s}$ are the temperature of water and vapors in the vicinity of the phase transition border, $K$.

The equation of a droplet motion (Figure 1) with allowance for action of resistance force and gravity, evaporation on a surface of a body in flow, convective currents in a droplet, and also its relative acceleration has the following appearance in accordance with [13–19]:

$$\frac{dV_d}{d\tau} = \frac{3 \rho_3}{4 \rho_2 R_d} \left[ c_1 + (2/3) \left( \mu_2/\mu_3 \right) \right] B + 1 + \frac{1 + \mu_2/\mu_3}{B},$$

$$\times (A + 1)^{12.6 \pm 0.03} (V_d - V_c) (V_d - V_c) + g,$$

where $V_d$ is the droplet motion velocity, $m/s$; $c_1$ is a dimensionless resistance coefficient [14–17]; $B$ is the Spalding transfer number [18]; $\mu$ is the coefficient of dynamical viscosity, $kg/(m \cdot s)$; $A$ is the dimensionless complex characterizing relative droplets acceleration [19]; $R_d$ is the droplet radius, $m$; $g$ is the gravitational acceleration, $m/s^2$.

To compute the mass velocity of water droplet evaporation, we used the following expression [20]:

$$W_e = \frac{\beta}{1 - k_\beta \beta} \frac{(P^* - P)}{\sqrt{2\pi R_d T_{3s}}},$$

where $\beta$ is the dimensionless coefficient of condensation (evaporation); $k_\beta$ is the dimensionless coefficient ($k_\beta \approx 0.4$ [20]); $P^*$ is the pressure of saturated water vapor, $N/m^2$; $P$ is the pressure of water vapor near the phase transition border, $N/m^2$; $M$ is the painting mass of water, kg/kmol.

The set of the nonstationary differential equations (1)-(2) is solved by the method of finite differences [21]. Algorithms
[6–8] were used. The reliability of the obtained results was verified by the test of conservatism of the utilized difference schemes, whose algorithm is given by [6–8].

### 3. Results and Discussion

Numerical investigations of heat and mass transfer processes and phase transformations in the system in question (Figure 1) have been carried out for the following typical values: initial water droplet temperature \( T_0 = 300 \) K; gases temperature \( T_f = 1170 \) K; thermal effect of water evaporation \( Q_e = 2.26 \cdot 10^6 \) J/kg; droplet dimensions \( R_d = 0.25 \cdot 10^{-3} \) m, \( Z_d = 10^{-3} \) m; solution domain dimensions \( R_L = 0.1 \) m, \( Z_L = 1–4 \) m; initial droplet motion velocity \( V_0 = 0.5 \) m/s; molar mass of water \( M = 18 \) kg/kmol; dimensionless ratio of condensation (evaporation) \( \beta = 0.1 \). Thermophysical characteristics of water, gases (combustion products), and water vapor were adequate [6–8].

The influence analysis of water droplet surface configuration on its integral evaporation characteristics has been performed by the variation coefficient of resistance \( c_x \) in a wide range, corresponding to the most typical shapes of free moving water droplets [14–17]. Under the selected parameters of heat and mass transfer processes \( c_x \) were [14–17]: hemisphere—\( c_x = 0.42 \), sphere—\( c_x = 0.47 \), cone—\( c_x = 0.5 \), ellipsoid—\( c_x = 0.54 \), and cylinder—\( c_x = 0.82 \). Also terms when \( c_x \rightarrow 1 \) (numerical modeling is performed under \( c_x = 0.98 \) corresponding cube shape bodies) have been considered. Selected shapes most of all are used in numerical motion modeling of different particles and droplets in the liquid and gases flows, for example, [22–25].

It has been established that time of complete droplet evaporation changed unsubstancially if \( c_x \) increased from 0.42 up to 0.98 (Table 1). Departures from \( c_x \) were not exceeding 2%. Values \( V_d \) and \( L_d \) are changed more than \( r_d \) (Table 1). For example, departures \( V_d \) were 9.5% and departures \( L_d \) were 6.5%. The obtained results are attributable to that fact that, under \( c_x \) increasing, resistance force increases and \( V_d \) reduces. As a consequence \( L_d \) decreases (Table 1).

It is important that in spite of some changes of \( V_d \) and \( L_d \) the complete evaporation time \( t_d \), which were received by variation of \( c_x \), changes unsubstancially (Table 1). It is conditioned by the dominant phase transition influence on the droplet lifetime [6–8]. Under the conditions of the great gases temperatures \( T_f = 1170 \) K, the mass evaporation velocity stays very high and linear velocity of the water vapor blowing in boundary layer of moving droplet \( V_d \) is comparable with \( V_d \) as a numerical value, respectively. This takes place in spite of some changes of blowing surface configuration. Under the conditions of the intensive evaporation and blowing the contribution of the first summand of (4) becomes small than its second summand \((q = \text{const})\). The change of \( c_x \) influences acceleration \( dV_d/d\tau \) insignificantly, respectively. This is shown in Table 1. As a consequence in evaporation the droplet dimension reduction occurs in a time \( t_d \), close to some of the most typical shapes of bodies in flow.

Figures 3 and 4 show isotherms and isolines of water vapor concentration for \( c_x \), corresponding bottom \( (c_x = 0.42) \) and top \( (c_x = 0.98) \) limit of the range resistance coefficient variation.

According to obtained isotherms (Figure 3) it is obvious that under the increase of the resistance coefficient \( c_x \) the droplet trace width increases slightly (up to 10%). However under \( c_x \) changes from 0.42 up to 0.98 (the influence of heat absorption during the phase transfer on gases temperature in trace decreases) gases temperature values in droplet trace (on the symmetry axis \( r = 0 \)) increase by 6%. Similar regularity (Figure 4) can be singled out for concentration isolines \( \gamma_w \). Trace width decreases (up to 12%) and absolute values \( \gamma_w \) (on the symmetry axis \( r = 0 \)) increase by 7% for lowering \( c_x \). The obtained results are attributable to the fact that under the increase of \( c_x \), resistance force influence on droplet motion terms increases. Droplet motion velocity through the high-temperature gases medium is lowered. Gases cooling zone transversely relative to the motion trajectory increases. These taken place because the influence of endothermic phase transition on heat sink terms increases and combustion products absorb more energy. As a consequence the typical dimensions of “temperature” (Figure 3) and “concentration” (Figure 4) water droplet traces increase (up to 12%) slightly.

Nonetheless it is important that values of gases temperature (Figure 3) and water vapor concentration (Figure 4), obtained by significant variation of resistance coefficient (deviations \( \gamma_w \) and \( T \) in solution domain are not exceeded 10%), are very close. It also is attributable to the fact that if evaporation mediums equal each other under the conditions of the high temperatures, masses of water vapor, blowing from different shapes of droplet surface, they are very close. Evaporation velocity, linear velocity of the water vapor blowing in boundary layer of droplet, temperature close by phase transition border (Figure 3), and concentration \( \gamma_w \) (Figure 4) in droplet trace are compared. As a consequence the integral characteristics (lifetime, motion distance, and motion velocity) of droplet evaporation (not more than 9.5%), gases temperature (up to 6%), and water vapor concentration in its trace (up to 7%) differed insignificantly (Table 1).

For verification of theoretical results the experimental investigations of integrated characteristics of water droplet evaporation in the high-temperature gases medium with using of optical methods diagnostic of two-phase gas-vapor-liquid flows have been carried out, “particle image velocimetry” (PIV) and “interferometric particle imaging” (IPI) [26–28]. Figure 5 shows the scheme of experimental plant.

Combustion products of typical oil fuel, kerosene (filled the cylindrical channel 13), were considered as high-temperature gases (the same as model representation). Gases temperature in cylinder 13 was controlled by three chromel-alumel thermocouples 17, which had been installed on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( c_x )</th>
<th>0.42</th>
<th>0.47</th>
<th>0.50</th>
<th>0.54</th>
<th>0.82</th>
<th>0.98</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_d ), s</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_d ), m/s</td>
<td>4.911</td>
<td>4.879</td>
<td>4.852</td>
<td>4.822</td>
<td>4.593</td>
<td>4.453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_d ), m</td>
<td>2.241</td>
<td>2.233</td>
<td>2.229</td>
<td>2.221</td>
<td>2.149</td>
<td>2.106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
different heights of channel (0.15 m; 0.5 m; 0.85 m). Thermocouple sensing elements in the channel were placed in that way those measurements were conducted on channel symmetry axis. Moreover, temperature gradients over the cross section were analyzed before experiments (thermocouple sensing elements were moved to channel side relatively of symmetry axis). It has been established that maximum gases temperature deviations everywhere were about 30 K relative to some average value 1080 K.

Initial water temperature was measured before it was supplied in vessel 7 of the experimental plant. It was 293 ± 2.5 K (chromel-copel thermocouple used).

Laser trajectory radioscopy procedure of water droplets motion was performed for fixation images of this motion. Preliminary experiments showed that it was necessary to use special additives (admixtures) conducive to increase of contrast images of water droplets moving in high-temperature gases medium. So “tracers” (particles of titanium dioxide powder with granule dimensions not more than $10^{-8}$ m) were added into the water. Minimal (up to 5%) concentration TiO$_2$ in water was provided. It was enough to obtain a clear “spot light” in camera focus. In experiments the titanium dioxide was used, since it did not dissolve in water and has little effect under the conditions of water evaporation.

Dosing device 9, which is rendered possible to regulate the velocity of droplet injection and the characteristic dimension, conditional droplet radius in ellipsoid shape ($0.5 \cdot 10^{-3} < R_d < 5 \cdot 10^{-3}$ m), was used for droplet formation. The metrology system was used for image registration of moving droplets. This system consists of laser generator 3, solid state lasers for ultrashort pulses 4, cross-correlation digital camera 5, synchronizer 2, and personal computer 1 with application software rendering possible framing results (timeout between shots for tracking droplet motion within registry domain was equal to 0.1 $\cdot 10^{-3}$ s).

Experiments were performed in two stages. On the first stage, the main primal problem was the registration of droplet dimension and velocity, generated by dosing device. The tuning of flat and typical characteristic dimensions (conditional radius) of emitted droplets $R_d$ (up to $5 \cdot 10^{-3}$ m) was performed for the group of practical application. Laser-illuminated droplet images were fixed by cross-correlation digital camera. Its focus was directed perpendicular to “light pulse.”
Water droplet dimension in the computational domain was determined by the optical method IPI [27]. In registry domain water droplets were lighted by the “light pulse” 6 repeatedly. The interference of repelled and refracted droplet light was monitored. Images video fixation procedure was performed by using cross-correlation digital camera 5. Droplet dimension in the gases flow [27] was determined by numbers of interference fringes observed on videograms. Under the IPI method [27] the average values of maximum diameters and typical radius values \(R_d\) were calculated, since on videograms the water droplets were presented in ellipsoid shape.

On the second stage of each experiment the power fluid droplet dimension was fixed after its motion through high-temperature gases medium (combustion products flow in the cylindrical conduit 13 at about 1 m in height and 0.3 m in bore). Domain, marked by the “light pulse” of laser in cross-correlation digital camera focus, was selected under the cylinder 13, respectively. Droplet dimension at the end of cylinder was fixed the same way as it was at the first stage of experiment. The comparison of the power fluid droplet dimension was conducted before \((R_d)\) and after \((R_d')\) its motion through high-temperature gases medium.

Also the values of entrance \((V_{d1})\) and output \((V_{d2}')\) droplet velocity in the high-temperature gases medium were determined during the experiment videograms processing. Droplet velocity measurement is based on measurement of admixture particle motion in the fixed time interval \((0.1 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{s between laser bursts})\) [26–28], “tracers.” They were founded in section plane of laser experimental domain and cross-correlation digital camera. The PIV method of digitally “tracer” visualization [26, 27] has been used. The averaging procedure of motion velocity of water “tracer” particles was performed for calculation of the water droplet motion velocity.

The random inaccuracies of droplet dimension measurement were not more than 2%. The mean-squared departure of measured dimensions in set of experiments was less than 0.09. \(10^{-3}\) m. The systematic inaccuracy of droplet dimension and velocity measurement was about 0.5% and 1%, respectively.

The values of conditional droplet radius (ellipsoid shape), \(R_d\), were established by using the IPI method during the videograms analysis (typical videograms are in Figure 6). The relative reduction by droplet in passing a given distance \(\Delta R\) was determined during the experiment videograms processing. The averaging cross-correlation digital camera focus, was selected under the cylindrical conduit 13 at about 1 m in height and 0.3 m in bore). Domain, marked by the “light pulse” of laser in cross-correlation digital camera focus, was selected under the cylinder 13, respectively. Droplet dimension at the end of cylinder was fixed the same way as it was at the first stage of experiment. The comparison of the power fluid droplet dimension was conducted before \((R_d)\) and after \((R_d')\) its motion through high-temperature gases medium.

Also Table 2 shows the values of the water droplet motion velocity after its moving through the high-temperature gases channel (Figure 5). \(V_d'\) established by experiment were little less (about 10–15%) than values \(V_d\) received by modeling. For example, in modeling \((R_d = 0.25 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ m}, Z_d = 10^{-3} \text{ m}, V_0 = 1 \text{ m/s, } c_p = 0.54)\), it has been determined that when water droplet is passing 1 m in length through the combustion products medium, its motion velocity increased by 2–3 times relative to its initial value \(0.5 \text{ m/s.}\)

Also Table 2 shows the values of the water droplet motion velocity after its moving through the high-temperature gases channel (Figure 5). \(V_d'\) established by experiment were little less (about 10–15%) than values \(V_d\) received by modeling. For example, in modeling \((R_d = 0.25 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ m}, Z_d = 10^{-3} \text{ m}, V_0 = 1 \text{ m/s, } c_p = 0.54)\), it has been determined that when water droplet is passing 1 m in length through the combustion products medium, its motion velocity increased by 2–3 times relative to its initial value \(0.5 \text{ m/s.}\)

The configurations of moving droplet surface, ellipsoids (Figure 6), established by experiment, match the experimental results of free-moving droplets [9, 10]. The droplet motion model (4) adopting the conclusion base [13–19] enables us to infer that its development towards opposite of the opposite (or unidirectional) gases motion is expedient. It is exceptionally important in research processes of water droplet motion through gases flows with nonuniform velocity in absolute and vector values.

The random inaccuracies of droplet dimension measurement were not more than 2%. The mean-squared departure of measured dimensions in set of experiments was less than 0.09. \(10^{-3}\) m. The systematic inaccuracy of droplet dimension and velocity measurement was about 0.5% and 1%, respectively.

Also Table 2 shows the values of the water droplet motion velocity after its moving through the high-temperature gases channel (Figure 5). \(V_d'\) established by experiment were little less (about 10–15%) than values \(V_d\) received by modeling. For example, in modeling \((R_d = 0.25 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ m}, Z_d = 10^{-3} \text{ m}, V_0 = 1 \text{ m/s, } c_p = 0.54)\), it has been determined that when water droplet is passing 1 m in length through the combustion products medium, its motion velocity increased by 2–3 times relative to its initial value \(0.5 \text{ m/s.}\). In the experiments (Table 2), this velocity increased by 1.5–2.5 times. The analysis of water droplet motion model (4) adopting the conclusion base [13–19] enables us to infer that its development towards opposite of the opposite (or unidirectional) gases motion is expedient. It is exceptionally important in research processes of water droplet motion through gases flows with nonuniform velocity in absolute and vector values.

The configurations of moving droplet surface, ellipsoids (Figure 6), established by experiment, match the experimental results of free-moving droplets [9, 10]. The droplet motion model has been recorded similarly [9, 10]. Effects of droplet destruction (decay) were not observed in the experiments. This can be explained by the moderate motion velocity (less than \(5 \text{ m/s.}\)). By the analyses of the typical experiment videograms (Figure 6) we can infer that the assumptions to heat and mass transfer model (Figure 1), relating to deformation and droplet decay, are rightful.

Under the gases temperature \(T_f\) control in channel 13 of experimental plant (Figure 5) it has been determined that \(T_f\) in single droplet motion trace reduced greatly (about several hundred degrees) relative to 1100 K (in evaporation). However, a few (less than 5) seconds after droplet had moved, \(T_f\) reached its maximum. This result illustrates relatively small dimension of the “temperature” and “concentration” traces, where the temperature and gases concentration were significantly decreased relative to the initial values. Isolines \(T\) (Figure 3) and \(\gamma_w\) (Figure 4), established by numerical modeling, show significant temperature reduction and gases concentration in the close vicinity of the trajectory of droplet motion only.

Considering the difficult influence of the modeling factors, we can infer the satisfactory fit of theoretic and experimental research results and the adequacy of the formulated heat and mass transfer model.

4. Conclusion

It has been considered that in the droplet intensive evaporation its surface configuration influences integral characteristics of heat and mass transfer and the evaporation in the high-temperature gases medium insignificantly. Obtained

Figure 6: Videograms of single droplets on an entrance (a) and an exit (b) from high-temperature gases channel at $R_d = 3 \cdot 10^{-3}$ m.
results confirm that it is rightful to use geometric characteristics simplified models with droplets of symmetric bodies revolution shapes, especially cylinders, which is characterized by average values of resistance coefficient $c_r$ relative to the realistically possible values. It can be realized in the numerical analysis of the water droplet motion regularity through high-temperature gases medium.
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